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Abstract

Understanding the changing landscape of OSH regulation and standards and its implications are of central importance for ensuring that OSH outcomes are not compromised and the needs of different types of organisations are met. It is also important for developing appropriate strategies to anticipate and deal with future challenges for OSH policy making. This paper draws on findings from two qualitative studies with key OSH stakeholders in the UK that were conducted as part of a research programme funded the Institution of Occupational Safety & Health. The aim of the first study was to elicit the views of key OSH stakeholders on changes in the current OSH landscape so as to understand the nature and implications of these changes. The second study explored stakeholder perspectives on how to secure the optimal OSH landscape in the UK by addressing key future challenges for OSH policy making.
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Introduction

Occupational safety and health (OSH) policy making and regulation is not a new societal concern (1). Originating from the law of King Henry (1068-1135), masters were responsible and liable for servants’ injury or loss of life due to negligence (2). In the nineteenth century, the industrial revolution changed the way the English workforce worked. Factories and mills emerged in swaths across the midlands and northern England, bringing with them dangerous working conditions. People shifted from working in
small family sized business, often in homes, to working in large factories carrying out larger-scale activities. Mechanisation and the increasing size of industry, meant workplace conditions became more crowded and complex. The employers’ knowledge of the workplace diminished as they were no longer able to oversee all elements of the working environment. Furthermore, the interface between machine and man was not common. All these factors combined led to common industrial accidents (1) with young children working extremely long hours in hazardous conditions. During this period, regulation of working conditions was lacking.

These changes first brought questions of occupational health and safety before Parliament and the law courts (3). The industrial revolution had instilled a culture of profit orientation (4), and one could argue the industrial revolution was greatly aided and abetted by the absence of OSH legislation as fast expansion required low overheads in order for employers to be competitive (5). Parliament intervened, with the only route they perceived viable: legislation. As it will be discussed in this paper, this early landscape evolved in several ways as the world – and the world of work – changed. As a result different approaches were implemented to advance OSH standards, underpinned by different perspectives from diverse stakeholders.

Understanding the changing landscape of OSH regulation and standards and its implications are of central importance for ensuring that OSH outcomes are not compromised and the needs of different types of organisations, and especially of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), are met. It is also important for developing appropriate strategies to anticipate and deal with future challenges for OSH policy making. This paper will draw on findings from two qualitative studies with key OSH stakeholders in the UK that were conducted as part of a research programme funded the Institution of Occupational Safety & Health. The aim of the first study was to elicit the views of key stakeholders on changes in the current OSH landscape so as to understand the nature and implications of these changes. The second study explored stakeholder perspectives on how to secure the optimal OSH landscape in the UK by addressing key future challenges for OSH policy making.

OSH policy making

OSH regulation nowadays does not exclusively refer to legislation. It is seen by many authors as relevant to different types of policies and initiatives – all aiming to regulate health and safety standards in different ways. A more appropriate term to include these various approaches would be policy. Policy
instruments have typically been differentiated using the ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ dichotomy however the definitions for these categories vary greatly throughout the literature (6). Hard law is generally defined as a policy relying primarily on the authority and power of the state in the construction, operation, and implementation, including enforcement, of arrangements at international, national or sub-national level (6). Hard law, based on the concept of legalization, is used to refer to legally binding obligations that are precise and that delegate authority for interpreting and implementing the law (7). Statutes or legislations in developed national legal systems are typical elements of hard law.

Contrasting to this, soft law refers to policies that rely primarily on participation and resource of non-governmental actors in the construction, operation and implementation of a regulatory arrangement (7). There is a voluntary participation in the construction, operation and continuation of the initiative and a strong reliance on consensus-based decision making. In these instances, a participant is free to adhere to the regime or not, without invoking the sanctioning power of a state (8). Both state and non-state actors can achieve many goals through soft law. In many cases such an approach may be preferable. Soft law provides a basis for efficient international ‘contracts’ and it helps create normative ‘covenants’ and discourses that can reshape international politics (7). These policy instruments range from treaties, to non-binding or voluntary resolutions, and codes of conduct, to statements prepared by individuals in a non-governmental capacity, but which lay down international principles. They also include voluntary standards designed and adopted by businesses and civil society to guide their shared understanding (6,9).

Hard law and soft law each have their advantages and disadvantages. Hard law offers the legitimacy, guaranteed resources and strong enforcement mechanisms that soft law often lacks. Governments acting alone can produce high standards with clear and durable solutions. In contrast, where there is a broader array of stakeholders and interests, as in the UK, soft law arrangements can deliver less stringent standards (6). Soft law offers advantages in that initiatives can be brought about when governments are stalemated. These benefits are particularly important at a time when the demands of intensifying globalisation may outstrip the capacity of national governments to respond (6). However, a disadvantage to such an approach is the compromise that may be required to satisfy all stakeholders in the process (9). An over use of soft law initiatives can lead to uncertainty as competing standards struggle for dominance, and as actors remain unclear about the costs of compliance or its absence,
and about when governments might intervene to impose a potentially different mandatory regime. These various modes of operation have been used throughout the history of OSH, in the UK and elsewhere (10).

From the 1972 Robens report onwards, the UK OSH arena has witnessed a step-change away from a purely legislative approach towards shifting responsibility to employers and other parties. The political climate (e.g. better regulation and resource constraints), the impact of austerity (e.g. measures taken as a result of recessions), major industrial accidents (e.g. Flixborough) and the emergence of various new risks (e.g. psychosocial risks) have elevated the importance of OSH among enterprises and their stakeholders and thus have significantly impacted on the actions taken by these parties (10).

In addition, it is clear that there is a mix of what could be deemed ‘traditional’ stakeholders (e.g. government agencies, trade unions, employer organisations) and ‘new’ stakeholders (e.g. insurers, professional associations, standardisation bodies) who are active in the OSH arena, highlighting the breadth of stakeholders and the multiplicity of their interests. The national OSH landscape in the UK (11) includes a multitude of stakeholders: employers and their representative bodies; the self-employed; workers and their representative bodies; Government, through its departments and agencies (Health and Safety Executive, local authorities etc.); professional bodies; voluntary and third sector organisations (12). There is a complex network of sources of health and safety support, advice and information available to both employers and workers which are largely outside the direct control of either the HSE or local authorities which together form the national OSH landscape in the UK (11).

Furthermore, OSH has taken on political significance and has been subject to a deregulatory agenda for several years (13,14). As such changes have often been enacted without strong evidence, and processed in an opaque manner (for example attempting to enact reforms without consultation (10). Macro level factors have affected the actors within the OSH landscape, and as such the stakeholders and their ability to influence OSH standards have constantly been changing (15). In addition, there has been an associated shift in OSH risk perception (as well as sensitivity and tolerability) – within the broader context of what has been called a post-trust society (16), in which, as a consequence of trust failures, relatively minor mistakes may jeopardise the social acceptability of specific (such as OSH) risks. As a result, the legitimacy of OSH has been debated over the years and, relevant to this, so has that of OSH professionals.
Taking this complexity into account, to bring about improvements in health and safety standards, there is a need to reflect on the OSH landscape, lessons learned over the years and avenues to focus key stakeholders in working together towards achieving a set of common goals. Thus this research aimed to explore: stakeholder perspectives on recent changes in the OSH landscape in the UK, following the two major reviews of Young (17) and Löfstedt (18) and subsequent reforms; and their views with regards to future challenges in OSH policy making in the UK.

Method

This study included two stages: the first involved forty semi-structured interviews with key OSH stakeholders that were identified on the basis of a stakeholder map developed as part of this research; the second included two stakeholder focus groups. The study was approved by the University of Nottingham, Faculty of Medicine & Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee. Participation in each study was entirely voluntary with participants free to withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason. The identity of the participants and the information they provided was kept anonymous and treated in confidence to comply with UK Data Protection Laws.

The aim of stage 1 interviews was to elicit the views of key stakeholders on changes in the current OSH landscape so as to understand the nature and implications of these changes. The interview schedule was informed by a policy analysis and literature review conducted in this research and the findings of a series of OSH case study analyses (see 10). The items were developed by the members of the research team and the interview schedule was cross-checked and agreed by the project Advisory Board, representing key stakeholders and experts. The questions focussed on understanding what stakeholders perceived as the biggest changes in OSH and the opportunities and constraints presented by these. Stakeholders were also asked to consider whether these changes would affect the role of their organisation, as well as the implications for OSH outcomes, and for SMEs and practitioners. The final area of interest focussed on the future of OSH policy, including recommendations and key areas which required balance.
Thematic analysis was conducted where the transcript of each interview was entered into NVivo 10 and an initial coding was conducted, establishing many specific preliminary themes. These were discussed with the research team and grouped together to form higher order themes arranged in a thematic framework. To ensure inter-rater reliability, all four members of the research team reviewed the collected emergent themes, and the coded data.

The stage 2 focus groups explored stakeholder perspectives on how to secure the optimal OSH landscape in the future. Stakeholders identified as key actors in the OSH arena participated in the two focus groups. To be able to effectively facilitate discussion and accurately reproduce the discussion for analysis, participants were limited to approximately 10 stakeholders per focus group (18 in total). A list of stakeholder groups represented, and number of participants attending\(^1\) is presented in Table 1.

\(^1\) For example: the Health & Safety Executive, the Health and Safety Laboratory, the Office for Rail Regulation, Local Authorities, IOSH, the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health, British Ceramics Confederation, and the University Health and Safety Association.
refining the emerging themes. The final thematic framework was then assessed by all members of the research team to ensure the validity of the themes (see Table 2).

Results

Five main themes including twelve sub-themes emerged from the analysis and are presented in Table 2.

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

Reiterating OSH legitimacy

The first theme on reiterating OSH legitimacy centred the perception of OSH by policy makers and the public, including the role of the media in shaping these perceptions, and the perception of risk.

Perception of OSH

In particular, a view was expressed that OSH policy has developed a reputation for being excessive, and being seen to tackle the issue is likely to garner public support. As such, OSH reforms could be understood as an attempt to alter the public perception of OSH rather than any legitimate issues with the system. A representative from an employer’s association supported such a notion: “a lot of reforms […] it’s not about improving health and safety performance, reducing the number of injuries in the workplace or work-related ill health. Actually it’s about improving the public perception of health and safety”.

However, some respondents felt that with the increased publicity around OSH, this presented the industry with an opportunity to be proactive in voicing its success stories and historic achievements. As one insurer noted “I am reminded to think about Monty Python and what the Romans do for us and what did Health and Safety do for us? And it took us from the Industrial Revolution to where we are now. And so if we are looking at how many lives were saved progressively, as new acts, new regulations came along etc. Even if you only go back to the Second World War, there must be a fairly significant reduction in the number of fatalities per year, but we don’t celebrate that”.
Perception of OSH risk

Linked to this perception, a common view espoused by research participants was that there remains uncertainty around what OSH risk is, and more specifically how it differs from OSH hazard. For example, as one government agency stakeholder noted, this confusion around the two terms is apparent both within some HSE circles and industry: “I don’t think hazards and risks have been well understood anyway. I say that from within HSE as well, because often the two terms are used interchangeably and they have been over for many, many years. And I’ve worked in industry as well, and seen the same misconceptions there”.

Another issue is how society perceives OSH risk compared to other types of risk. For example, one government agency representative noted how there is a general ignorance amongst the general public around OSH risks compared to environmental risks: “But there’s an issue about society societal perception of risk isn’t there, in terms of environment versus health and safety. The public at large, get more information about…environmental issues [that] might affect them than maybe about health and safety ones”.

A common view was that when thinking of risk it is important to take into consideration whether the risk is perceived to be relevant to the macro (i.e. international/national) level or to a more micro level (i.e. industry/workplace). This point was succinctly captured by one government agency representative: “What is acceptable risk? And that’s very much context dependent, say if you are looking at the national level, obviously you’re are taking in high hazard industries as well as what are considered low hazard, or low risk”.

All participants agreed that further education is needed in relation to OSH and associated risks with one employer representative noting that education could begin as early as school. However currently the wrong messages were being sent: “you could do OSH type training in school so that people take it seriously and say this is not rubbish, this is about not being killed or injured or getting a disease”.

Prioritising health and well-being in OSH
As highlighted above, the health aspect of OSH is a key priority in the modern workplace but also challenging to tackle. This is because of a historical focus of OSH on predominantly safety issues, measurement difficulties, increasing complexity between health and well-being and associated financial costs.

**Health in OSH**

Most participants felt that OSH had predominantly focused on safety issues, to the detriment of health-related issues. For example, an insurance association representative noted: “there needs to be great concentration on the prevention of ill health. I think that’s one of the areas in this country that we’ve not really dealt with properly”. This perspective was shared by an academic: “one particular area where OSH has failed to do this, is in relation to the ‘H’ bit, the health bit. [...] the TUC, has quite a lot to say about this. And they say that OSH is obsessed at reducing the risk of injury but they’re doing it at the expense of occupational health. [...] I would echo that. I would say they’ve also done it at the expense of public health”.

The stakeholders agreed that there is a need to engage on occupational health and noted that the recent reviews had not considered this aspect adequately. As one union representative noted: “we seem to be taking a backwards step at the moment. And that’s reflected in a lot of the government’s approach. I mean you look at the Young report. There is very little about health and ill health”. Similarly, looking forward, stakeholders felt that the landscape for those involved in occupational health would be challenging. For example, a second union member mentioned: “there is a lot of changes that are kind of increasing the gap between safety and health. I’m thinking here of the changes around RIDDOR, the reduced emphasis on health. It could be quite difficult for occupational health people to maintain their [...] jobs actually”.

With regards to the wellbeing/occupational health distinction, some participants aired caution around using the two terms interchangeably. As an OSH practitioner pointed out: “I think we have to be careful, particularly this Wellbeing Agenda getting mixed up with what should be the health aspect of Health and Safety”. However, a stakeholder from a trade association was of the view that the synergies between occupational health and well-being could be used to work in favour of the former: “the problem
with the wellbeing agenda … no one has direct ownership. And I think there is a definite, an opportunity for Health and Safety to align with that, which will take the Health agenda with it”.

Another emerging issue was around the shift most participants had witnessed whereby organisations were increasingly framing the responsibility for occupational health upon their employees rather than taking ownership. In the following quote an OSH practitioner notes how the use of wellbeing terminology actually facilitates this attitude: “you have got these new companies setting up about “you need to have your workforce resilient”. What does that mean? So it’s the individual’s fault that they are getting ill. And it’s couching this Wellbeing Agenda, rather than what occupational health should be looking at is what is... What is that individual, those employees doing there, in that workforce? Is there something there that’s making them ill? If there is, we need to know about it”.

Respondents did however note that occupational health has not been completely ignored, with many attendees highlighting the contribution of the 2008 report ‘Working for a healthier tomorrow’. However, the extent to which the recommendations from the report have been enacted was raised by respondents as a cause for concern. A government agency representative pinpointed why the recommendations from ‘Working for a healthier tomorrow’ had not been enacted: “there’s a complete disconnect between what DWP are trying to achieve in terms of health related to the original Carol Black report, and what the Health Service can actually deliver”. Who bears responsibility for paying for the costs associated with ill health at work was a key discussion point - the onus at present is largely on the state and individuals – not employers.

Genuine evidence-based policy making

A second theme related to the need for genuine evidence-based policy making in OSH. Here, several issues were raised by the research participants including the need for a multi-policy proportionate approach after consultation with key stakeholders, based on long-term thinking rather than short-term interests, while being aware of economic and political influences and issues surrounding the use of data and considering the impact of policy actions.

Political and economic influences
Participants highlighted extensively challenges in relation to economic and political influences on OSH. Perhaps the most commonly mentioned macro factor was the economic climate and the impact that this has on OSH standards. A standardisation and certification body interviewee suggested that a shortage of resources would negatively affect people’s decision making in relation to OSH issues: “The austerity […] and the effect on people working and how they will work and what jobs they will take on, and how they will do them”. A trade association interviewee added: “there is an impact in terms of the economy […]. In terms of the expenditure people are willing to put into safety equipment, and activities in this area. And there’s a downgrading to some extent of the quality of equipment”. Several stakeholders also mentioned issues related to resources, and in particular financial limitations, which inhibited stakeholders’ ability to pursue desired goals and objectives

A second factor for most was the political nature of regulation. As one employers’ association participant described: “There’s an ideological movement against regulation and health and safety is one area that is getting it in the neck”. Linked to this were issues raised with the OSH system and whether OSH reforms were a legitimate requirement. According to a government agency stakeholder, “all the industries that I have had dealings with, those who were sort of thinking ahead, didn’t see occupational safety and health as a monster. They actually saw it as a benefit to their business”. Likewise, the general public was thought by most participants to see OSH as legitimate, a view succinctly summarised by one professional association attendee: “We still live in a society where I’d hope that you spoke to 99.9% of the population and asked them if they want to work in a workplace that is healthy and safe, they would say “Yes””. Several participants also commented on the process by which reform was taking place, particularly on the decision for deregulation in the face of the claim that OSH was burdensome.

Several regulatory initiatives were reported to be at their origins driven by the requirements of the European Commission and future revisions of existing European legislation would have an effect on national OSH legislation. As one trade union attendee noted, the EU regulatory framework differs from the UK framework (which in principle is risk based): “When you get in Europe, the big complaint about European directives is that they are hazard based, and not risk based. That’s the general criticism”. Although there were mixed views on the level and benefit of EU regulation, as an insurance organisation interviewee reported, they were unaware of any organisation to report OSH as being burdensome: “We have never had it put to us that it is a burden, and even when we expressly asked about it”.
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Multi-policy proportionate approach

The subject of policy is of course a complex issue and there is no one size fits all approach. Testifying to this, a government agency representative noted that which type of policy was the appropriate driver for action in OSH, including legislation, was highly context specific: “it depends on the level of maturity of industry you’re talking about and the level of risks associated with that industry. So I think in areas of low maturity and high risks, actually regulation is very important to provide the framework for appropriate use of controls, systems, leadership etc. to manage OSH issues. So I think at that end regulation is important. I think at the low risk, mature end, it’s probably less important because they’re more about culture, continuous learning, improvement etc”.

As such participants discussed the need of having a combination of policy initiatives to regulate OSH in the future (both hard and soft law) after consultation with key stakeholders to achieve optimum results. As an OSH practitioner noted: “I think having a balance of regulation, and I mean, there’s a place for financial incentives but it depends what the context is really, [...] But I think it would be good to have some sort of incentivising around trying to improve standards but it’s a difficult topic”.

Long term, independent thinking

All participants agreed that long term, independent thinking needs to be adopted. To achieve this, it is important to adopt thinking that is independent from political ideology and is orientated towards long term benefits rather than short term considerations. Several stakeholders noted that previous and on-going OSH policy decisions were affected by short term thinking, which had been particularly detrimental to OSH. For example, one interviewee from a professional association noted: “I would suggest you could see as a fault in government policy, that it looks short term. Therefore the accident and safety statistics tend to drive it, rather than the consideration of the longer term impacts such as the costs to, if you like, the country, of chronic diseases, of stress, of musculoskeletal issues. [...] There is very much, it seems to me, a short term focus to get us out of the mess, rather than a long term consideration of what are the burdens over a longer term. Because governments are only there for say five years. And they tend to focus on short term rather than longer term issues”.
Other suggestions included the creation of an independent body to assess major issues in UK policy, independent from government influence, as one stakeholder representing insurance associations noted: “Our suggestion is that we need some intelligent thinking going on and there is a lot of stuff there in academia and in industry that wants bringing together [...]. We may need to say as a country competing in the future ‘how do we manage?’, and you can’t do that via the political process [...] but if we had an independent risk commission of authority people […] that’s the sort of body that could look at it and perhaps come up with something sensible”.

**Measurement**

The use of evidence was also extensively debated with participants highlighting that a major challenge in terms of policy initiatives is measuring their impact and effectiveness; particularly when trying to evidence causation at the practice level. Similarly, attributing success outcomes directly to an initiative is not a straightforward task. Measurement of effects on occupational health in particular is troublesome, with the views on tangibility and latency being recognised by the participants. As they argued, long-term measurement is required: “I don’t think we can fully appreciate the impact (of the regulations) because of the latency of the diseases involved” (government agency representative). The issue of scalability when attempting to measure a policy initiative’s impact was also raised as a challenge: “we have quite a lot of local success, i.e. at the organisational level, but when you’re dealing with national data, it doesn’t always come through; it gets lost” (OSH practitioner).

**Promoting leadership and business engagement in OSH**

Another theme was, not surprisingly, related to engaging businesses in OSH with the role of practitioners highlighted as crucially relevant, as well as educating business leaders.

**Engaging business**

Much discussion surrounded how best to drive OSH in business. Leadership has long been identified as material in the process of creating a safe and healthy workplace. Stakeholders reiterated that need for the future as well. For example, a certification and standardisation body interviewee noted: “one of the biggest issues, is to make sure that managers have to take the lead and be seen to be taking the lead, and this is very much in the way that the new standards are being written”. An insurance
interviewee took the commitment one step further, suggesting that the board should be involved in OSH, not just managers: “we always emphasise it should become a board room issue. It’s not an issue to say it’s someone else’s responsibility”.

As one government agency attendee noted, the optimal approach would be for OSH to be thought of as a key component within business management rather than an adjacent element: “the quality of health and safety management, I think it is actually a marker of quality of management. And where it works well is when it is integrated into the whole management process, and is not seen as an add on”.

One of the most discussed issues under this theme was understanding which policies organisations would best respond to, as a precursor to how best to devise policy in the future. All participants felt that legal requirements were necessary as made clear by one stakeholder representing a trade association: “history repeats itself that sectors left to themselves, people don’t do what they’re meant to do. Poor ethics, poor morals, and greed and financial gain are the drivers rather than good health and I think that’s just another aspect of work. Actually you need good regulation”. However, even legislative requirements would not mean that a company would be compliant. One government agency representative noted how legal requirements could effectively be turned into financial cost benefit analyses: “when lawful action was taken against a small firm who had a load of notices and when we went back to check whether he’d done it, he hadn’t actually done anything. Basically [they] said ‘when you served me with the notices I looked at how much I was going to be fined if I didn’t comply with the notices and I looked at how much I’d be fined if I didn’t pay my VAT. And I had so much money, I paid the VAT and didn’t do the things you wanted me to. You’ll take me to court but the fine you’ll give me will be less than the fine the VAT man would have given me’. And that’s the choice he made, and that’s the stark reality for a lot of small firms I suppose”.

One employer representative placed particular focus on micro firms: “SMEs covers such a wide range. I think I’d split it between the micro ones, and my concern would be the micro level that people just think health and safety is not an issue that I have to concern myself with, that would be my concern. For the bigger SMEs, when you’re getting into the 20 employees and above, my concern is a little less there because I think other factors begin to come into play […] they have to probably make sure they’re doing things right, they find themselves on procurement lists for tier one suppliers for things. So they know
that they may have to satisfactorily answer questionnaires from other companies who wish to deal with them”.

Adopting a responsibility approach was thus seen by some stakeholders as a supplementary approach, with one trade association representative noting that this was a growing pressure: “the other changes [...] are around the sort of moral and ethical social responsibility of companies. Health and safety is aligned within that setting, there will be a growth within possibly business annual statements and an accountability through that, being driven through moral and ethical governance”. However, once again, it was recognised that this approach alone would not suffice, and a combination of measures was required. As one OSH practitioner noted: “The reality is that there are business out there which are pretty sort of non-caring organisations, so the reality is that you need some basic core of regulation in the background to make sure that those people are dealt with”.

Financial drivers were also discussed as a possible motivator; this was perhaps best captured by one insurance interviewee who noted that when the cost of employers’ liability insurance rose, they perceived OSH to have far higher prominence in organisations because of the financial implications: “When the cost of ELI rocketed, which it did do in the early 2000s, we actually found ourselves dealing with board directors and that had one tremendous advantage, from our point of view it put health and safety on the board room agenda, where it had never really been before […]. Because it was on the board room agenda, things started to happen because of course the boards can control the flow of money into an organisation and what they prioritise becomes more important”.

Indeed the same stakeholder noted that financial incentives can be more salient than legislation: “For an average big company, I don’t think it is that concerned about regulatory compliance. I mean that might change with FFI somewhat, but they’re more interested in what influences their insurers, because if their premium goes from £400,000 to £600,000 that’s a big budgetary item. Well a visit from your regulator, if you get one at all, is not going to have that sort of cost implication”.

Educating business leaders

Finally, as many of the issues related to OSH were identified as deficits in knowledge, it was no surprise that many stakeholders spoke of furthering education in OSH. For example in relation to health, it was identified that not only is there a need for increased commitment but increased understanding of
emerging risks. As argued by one OSH practitioner: “people need to understand. It’s all around work-life balance, but what’s happened with that process is employers have focused on the route: ‘Ok we’ll provide gym membership’ […] They’re not looking at it as a whole […] the issue of stress, it is holistic. It is about the individual and how resilient they can be and what they do and how they work. But they need to be taught about this […] so there is an awful lot of educational work that needs to be done in that area, definitely”.

Other stakeholders mentioned that a lack of OSH awareness was linked to a general deficit in the knowledge that organisations, particularly SMEs, had access to. As one employer association interviewee noted: “there needs to be a much bigger education program, and I don’t mean around risk as a concept, but a much bigger education program which help small business know and understand where they can go to get advice”.

The OSH ‘industry’

An interesting view which emerged among stakeholders was that OSH had become an industry. As one government agency attendee noted: “Unfortunately with health and safety, we have turned it into an industry”. This view was also shared by an OSH practitioner who noted how the field had become more commercialised: “I used to go to Health and Safety Expo, it is big business, it has just become a business environment”.

A key issue was the role of practitioners within the OSH arena and whether or not they were part of the ‘problem’. A consensus appeared to emerge that this depended, to a large extent, on their level of competence. Many comments were made about the need for practitioners to develop broader perspectives. One representative from a professional association commented on the soft skills required: “leadership skills and communication skills. If you’re going to get the senior management within an organisation to manage risk as they should be doing, they may well need somebody to lead them, actually point them in the right direction, and influence them”.

Another representative from government agencies noted that in the context of organisations, several angles need to be considered as one OSH practitioner had told him that: "feedback I got from that […] was that I reached for legislation far too early in the discussion and I hadn’t used the cost-benefit analysis angle, the moral angle. And I’d gone far too quickly for the legal angle".
Strengthening stakeholder partnership

For many of the goals already mentioned to be achieved, participants highlighted that partnership among key stakeholders would need to be strengthened.

Stakeholder/practitioner autonomy and influence

Stakeholders highlighted that changes in the OSH landscape had implications for stakeholder/practitioner autonomy and influence. Government related stakeholders noted that they felt compelled to follow government with its proposed changes. This appeared to affect the HSE particularly negatively as one professional organisation mentioned: “they [HSE] are really struggling and I think politically they’re having their strings pulled quite a bit, which really ties their hands on what they can do and what they can provide. And it’s a massive shame because it doesn’t help anyone”.

Other stakeholders also noted knock-on effects of the changes being implemented. For at the individual worker level, one trade union representative argued that there might be some constraints felt on the ability to blow the whistle on OSH issues: “if you create a culture where health and safety is taken less seriously, I think it makes it much harder for people to speak out about health and safety concerns, because they are seen as somebody who is standing in the way of growth and progress so forth. So from that point of view, it can be negative at a local level”.

However, some stakeholder groups did not feel that their ability to act was affected due to their independence, as one professional association noted: “We don’t have our strings pulled by anyone. So in terms of what we genuinely believe are the right ethical policies, procedures, practices to go down, we will still shape our path down those avenues”.

Working in partnership

Linked to many comments throughout the findings, a key recommendation was the need for partnership work at all levels of OSH stakeholders. One key area was that between regulator and duty holder. Similarly stakeholders were keen to emphasise that within government: “there needs to be much more partnership and understanding between people who work for public health and people who work in OSH […]. HSE would know about some of these [work-related antecedents to ill-health], but because they’re
not properly linking the sort of health and safety side with the Department of Health side, the health practitioners and the OSH practitioners not necessarily working closely together, there are opportunities being missed” (union interviewee).

The need for closer collaborative working between government and professional associations who represent health and safety professionals was also raised, for example an OSH practitioner stated: “one of the things is… cross-fertilisation of all those trade bodies and groups getting together with the HSE. What we haven’t seen is the formal professional bodies fully get together and promote a way forward, a message from RoSPA, IOSH, and the British Safety Council, to stand together and say, ‘Well, no, we represent X thousands of members, of professionals and this is what they’re saying’”.

Discussion

This research has highlighted that the OSH landscape is dynamic. As the landscape has evolved over the years in the UK, so have the perceptions and attitudes in relation to OSH alongside socioeconomic and political developments. The changes in the perceptions and attitudes of OSH stakeholders have had an impact on the legitimacy of OSH and OSH professionals. Perhaps two of the most apparent observations are a trend towards deregulation of OSH and an associated shift in OSH risk perception (as well as sensitivity and tolerability).

Research reveals that trust plays a major role in shaping public views and risk decisions. The issue of trust has come to the fore as it has become apparent that confidence in industry and government is declining in many countries. Löfstedt (22) suggests a number of explanations of why the public’s trust toward these bodies has decreased dramatically, including:

• The ‘sheer number and size’ of regulatory action.

• The rise of 24-hour television and Internet, offering alternative non-expert sources of information.

• The increasing concentration of political power.

• Media amplification.
The development of OSH legislation in the UK, at least during certain eras, has been criticized as being haphazard and or reactive (23) to specific situations such as major industrial accidents and disasters, often characterised as regulation reflex or knee-jerk regulation, defined as ‘neurotic over-regulation in response to overreaction to risks, accidents and incidents’ (24). Another issue around regulatory action relates to the enforcement of regulation and the negative impact on stakeholders. Both the 2010 Young review and the 2011 Löfstedt review highlighted the challenges posed by the way legislation is interpreted and applied, and the inconsistent enforcement of OSH regulations and negative influence of third parties such as OSH practitioners/consultants.

The significant role played by the media as a stakeholder in shaping perceptions and attitudes in relation to OSH has also been highlighted. Petts, Horlick-Jones and Murdock (25) examined the media’s role in the amplification of risk among the public and found that tabloids tended to personalise risk events and editors had a tendency to move the emphasis away from the immediate precipitating causes of risks to their consequences for the individuals and groups they affected. Likewise, Boden (26) found tabloids drew extensively on personal testimony in the construction of stories. According to the author, this approach produces self-reinforcing ‘circuits’ between lay public representations, everyday experience and social conversation.

However, research findings highlighted that stakeholders were of the view that OSH was perceived as illegitimate and burdensome primarily by government rather than by the general public or industry. This finding was contrary to that reported in Lord Young’s (17) report which states that “the standing of health and safety in the eyes of the public has never been lower” (p.5). It is therefore important that efforts are made to address the challenge posed by the perceived illegitimacy of OSH. Academics (e.g., 27,28) have noted how perception within OSH differs widely between experts and the general public. Raising awareness and educating stakeholders and making efforts to streamline legislation (e.g. better regulation initiatives) can therefore help to legitimise OSH for all stakeholders.

It is, however, important to emphasise that better regulation initiatives should not end up solely as deregulation. When allied to risk-based rationales for enforcement, responsive regulation can allow a deregulatory momentum to develop. But, according to the research participants, it is important that this is applied appropriately and according to the evidence base. To ensure OSH legitimacy does not suffer
because of political or media interests, there is a need to raise awareness and engage all key stakeholders while being more vocal about OSH successes over the years.

Engaging key stakeholders was highlighted as a key priority. Participants reported that getting involvement and getting into the business was difficult as there was still a lot of scepticism to overcome, particularly from SMEs. It is important therefore to emphasise and reiterate the value of OSH management and practice to promote not only workers’ health and safety but also organisational health, increased productivity, enhanced corporate image/reputation and organisational sustainability. To achieve this, OSH management needs to be positioned and recognised as an integral part of business operations rather than as an add-on.

To achieve this, the need for continual training, education and re-education was repeatedly highlighted throughout this research. Training and education programmes should be targeted not only at managers, health and safety representatives and OSH practitioners but at colleges, universities and business schools. It is important for training and education programmes to clarify the concept of risk and also adequately cover content on new and emerging risks rather than focusing primarily on traditional OSH issues. Linked to this issue, is the clarification of the concept of ‘low-risk’ and how the classification of sectors, activities, areas, businesses, and industries come to be as such. Risk based regulation often focuses on safety concerns. However, often this rationale ignores the current evidence base and taking into account new and emerging risks in the OSH landscape which represent major concerns in modern workplaces (such as psychosocial risks and health-related concerns, 10). In addition, research participants expressed concern that many small and micro businesses which are now labelled ‘low-risk’ actually face some of the largest health and safety risks. It is therefore important that further awareness is raised across all stakeholders on the notion and severity of ‘risk’ to reduce ambiguity and promote good practice according to the evidence base.

The question of balance in OSH policy and practice has been raised repeatedly in this research. Models used in OSH policy making and OSH practice are traditionally based on economic considerations which, on their own, are unsuitable to concepts such as safety, and even more so health (and certainly not without moral criticism). Better regulation, often characterised by deregulation, has been a key theme since the 1970s that has expanded at EU level (4,29,30). Stakeholder consultations and impact assessments (IAs) are now increasingly being considered as essential parts of the policy making
process (31). Although this model attempts to inject greater objectivity and transparency into the regulatory process, and thus legitimise it particularly in the eyes of business and industry (32), there have been a number of criticisms. For example, Hood, Rothstein and Baldwin (33) note that the techniques of better regulation, and specifically IAs, are more appropriate for narrow ‘regulatory craft’ rather than for policy problems and conceal difficult qualitative trade-offs that have to be made. Issues encountered in regulatory reviews and application of IAs include: poorly defined objectives leading to omissions or parts of the policy structure not covered; inadequate use of evaluation techniques; complexity and fragmentation as a result of which too many checklists can cover a bewildering range of issues and reduce the process into a check box ticking exercise; and finally poor integration with consultation processes which limits their practical effectiveness (27,34,35). Furthermore, not everyone agrees that IAs, particularly cost-benefit analysis, are justified or useful. Such researchers believe that IAs solely focusing on quantification and monetisation is a form of pseudo-science, blinding us to the real values at stake (36).

A preoccupation with occupational safety to the detriment of occupational health was also raised by the majority of respondents within the present research. James, Tombs and Whyte (37) note that the Löfstedt report acknowledges that occupational health conditions can occur in the kinds of workplaces that are traditionally considered less risky, such as offices and the service industry but the report proceeds with no further commentary on the occupational health issues that workers in such premises face. In addition they note that a further problematic feature of defining workplaces as ‘low-risk’ is that one of the most dangerous OSH problems UK workplaces face, work-related stress, is health-related. Some respondents were also of the view that the emergence of occupational health was linked to the changing nature of work (particularly in light of the current economic climate) with businesses increasingly requiring employees to ‘achieve more with less’.

The majority of participants in this research applauded the Black review (38) as a rigorous piece of work and noted the recommendations which emanated from it as laudable. However, respondents were not as optimistic that these recommendations had been acted upon. A consensus appeared to emerge that the government is still predominantly focused on the symptoms of occupational ill-health (i.e. absence management). These assertions appear to be borne out by the government's independent review of
sickness absence by Black and Frost (39) which builds on the findings of the Black (38) report. There is still a lot that needs to be done to integrate ‘health’ more concretely in OSH policy initiatives.

This research supported the view that a participatory approach from all stakeholders within the OSH landscape is required in order for several of the facets of the optimal OSH landscape to be achievable. These views were also shared by Harrison (40) who notes that in order for the OSH system to make further gains, there is a need for greater partnership working between the regulator, employers and social partners. Partnership is more important now than ever with the emergence of many non-traditional OSH stakeholders and the role they can play in regulating OSH.

Working in partnership is particularly important to overcome constraints and learn from each actor’s initiatives. To do so, it is necessary to critically review further what actions and approaches might work best and under what conditions. As the OSH regulation landscape in the UK is complex and dynamic, various perspectives on various possible policy options and initiatives need to be explored comparatively to achieve a better understanding and make recommendations on the way forward. This research has already identified some key success indicators and priorities, but it has also highlighted the lack of evaluation in these efforts. Since certain trends have consistently been repeated in the OSH landscape over the years, a great deal of knowledge can come from examining and learning from the past and from sharing the lessons learned. Only then can we move closer to the optimal OSH landscape, by implementing a sustainable process of policy and practice development and evaluation.
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Table 1: Stakeholder groups represented and number of contributors in focus groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder group</th>
<th>Number of contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government agencies</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional associations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSH practitioners</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance associations</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade associations</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer association</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade unions</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Findings – Stakeholder interviews (40 participants) and Stakeholder focus groups (18 participants)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEME</th>
<th>SUBTHEME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reiterating OSH legitimacy</td>
<td>Perception of OSH</td>
<td>Public perception of OSH and policy makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The role of the media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception of OSH risk</td>
<td>Perception and understanding of risk by stakeholders both within and outside of the OSH system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Societal perception of risk in comparison to other types of risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding and perception of risk across countries and cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Positioning of OSH risk to business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Raising awareness and focussing on education activities, like introducing risk education into schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritising health and well-being in OSH</td>
<td>Health in OSH</td>
<td>Historical focus of OSH on predominantly safety issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increasing confusion between health and wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complexity/intangibility of health and inconsistencies in its measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The need to move the onus/responsibility away from the individual and towards the employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial costs associated with occupational health and who pays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genuine evidence-based policy making</td>
<td>Political and economic influences</td>
<td>Economic climate influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The effect of red-tape, administration and politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EU influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deregulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-policy proportionate approach</td>
<td>The potential of having a combination of policy initiatives to regulate OSH in the future (both hard and soft law)</td>
<td>Consultation with stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term, independent thinking</td>
<td>The need for thinking that is independent from political ideology and is orientated towards long term benefits rather than short term considerations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrating cause and effect of policy actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient measurement timeframes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting leadership and business engagement in OSH</td>
<td>Engaging business</td>
<td>Understanding that business responds to legal, business/economic, and ethical drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement of organisations' leaders and managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of OSH into ‘mainstream’ management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educating business leaders</td>
<td></td>
<td>Educating the next generation of business leaders/managers on OSH issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The OSH ‘industry’</td>
<td></td>
<td>OSH industry becoming a silo inhibiting its integration into mainstream business practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening stakeholder partnership</td>
<td>Stakeholder/practitioner autonomy and influence</td>
<td>Constraints by policy changes (at stakeholder level) &lt;br&gt;The remit practitioners are given and business response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working in partnership</td>
<td>The need for closer inter-dependent working within government; between non-governmental stakeholders; and between government and non-governmental stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>